A Los Angeles Times story that Quayle told reporters. "I felt such despair about their city that there was little room," said the survey, "to further shift a opinion in a negative direction." Before the riots and after, 70 percent or more of respondents in each ethnic group felt that Los Angeles had become a worse place to live during the last five years.

"We often tend to assume that people's basic assumptions are affected by events this dramatic and costly," said Larry Bobo, a UCLA sociologist and the principal author of the annual study. "But unfortunately, it doesn't appear that a lot of basic assumptions were moved very far." That holds poorly, Bobo said, for the future of Los Angeles. Though the survey stops short of predicting another riot, Bobo said its findings support no other conclusions.

By Amy Wallace
LOS ANGELES
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Bill Clinton's draft status — an issue the Arkansas governor had hoped to put to rest last week — flared anew Wednesday as Republicans charging that the Democratic presidential nominee had failed to fully explain how he had avoided military service during the Vietnam War.

Campaigning in Kansas City, Vice President Quayle charged that Clinton "has a credibility problem" over the issue. "He is going to have to come clean with the American people and answer the questions," said Quayle, who in 1988 underwent a vigorous campaign to secure his position in the Indiana National Guard during the war, said that he knew about any draft record and that Clinton. "I chose to serve in the Indiana National Guard. I served, he said. "Every single last one of Bill Clinton is going to have to answer these questions, too."

"We have done that for any- one else who walked in the door," he said. Republicans charged that the candidate's personal history is a substantial difference between his military record and that of Clinton. "I chose to serve in the Indiana National Guard. I served," the vice president said. "I answered the questions, too."

"I answered them all," Allen Gore, Bill's running mate who served in the Army in Vietnam, disputed Quayle's charges, saying that Clinton's speech to the Legion had "pretty well dealt with" the draft issue. "The new account should not effect Clinton's credibility," Gore told reporters in Denver.
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